


IEEE Exhibits @ BM Birla Science Centre, Hyderabad

IEEE Exhibits @ BM Birla Science Centre is supported by The Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) under a New Initiatives Grant.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is the world’s largest

scientific and technical society with a membership of around 400,000 members

located in over 160 countries.   IEEE has 38 Societies and 5 Technical Councils,

covering different specializations across electrical and computer engineering, to

encourage scientific and technical advances and facilitate scholarly exchange of

information.

BM Birla Science Centre is the only major facility in Hyderabad (India) area where

pre-university students are exposed to hands-on experiments in science and

engineering.   The Science Centre has a Planetarium and a floor dedicated to hands-

on experiments, which is very popular with young students and their parents.

During a typical academic year, groups of students from different schools (about

1000 students in a week) regularly visit this Science Centre.    IEEE Hyderabad

Section, in association with the IEEE Educational Activities and Region 10, initiated

a program in 2010 to upgrade the hands-on exhibits at the Birla Science Centre,

and add several IEEE Exhibits. The BM Birla Science Centre is providing exhibit

floor space of about 5000 sqft and other infra-structural support.   A 5-year

Memorandum of Cooperation between IEEE Educational Activities and the BM

Birla Science Centre was signed in June 2011.

The IEEE Exhibits illustrate fundamentals and applications of electrical and

computer engineering.  Objectives are two fold.

i) Present fundamentals of electrical and computer engineering to pre-college

students in an interactive style and generate interest in these fields as a

program of study and career path;

ii) Increase the recognition and public perception of IEEE.

The IEEE contribution, and volunteer leadership during 2010-11, resulted in:

v Creation of a group of IEEE volunteers, Science Centre personnel, local

industry and academics, and pre-university school teachers to propose new

exhibits and participate in their development (the group is called ‘IEEE Forum

for Science and Engineering Exhibits’, or “IEEE Forum SEE”);

v Development and fielding of 5 exhibits during 2010, including TryScience in

cooperation with New York Hall of Sciences;

v Development and fielding of 8 additional exhibits during 2011, including E-

Scientia which is an exhibit created by IEEE Uruguay Section

Two of the exhibits during 2011 were created by engineering college students,

and another four exhibits by high-school students under mentorship of IEEE

volunteers from Hyderabad.

For more information on  IEEE EXHIBITS @ BM Birla Science Centre, contact

 y.pelham@ieee.org     or     kodalivp@gmail.com



EDDY  CURRENT  EFFECTS

v What is ‘Eddy Current’?

v Why is it called ‘Eddy Current’?

v What is the physics behind creation of Eddy Currents?

v How are Eddy Currents useful?

You will find answers to the above questions explained in this exhibit.   You will also

learn about some interesting practical engineering applications of Eddy Currents.

This IEEE Exhibit is created by an IEEE member and volunteer from Hyderabad.The

multi-media presentation is contributed by Wipro.

In a practical experiment arranged on a table

close-by, you have three channels:

v One is non-metallic PVC channel with

a sliding magnet placed in it.

v Second is an Aluminum channel, with

a sliding magnet placed in it.

v Third is an Aluminum channel, with a

sliding metal piece, which is not a

magnet.

Conduct the experiment (simply tilt the three channels to the left, or to  right), and

observe that:

v magnet in the PVC channel falls freely due to gravity

v magnet in Aluminum channel falls relatively slower compared to its falls in

PVC channel

v Non-magnetic metal piece in Aluminum channel falls freely due to gravity

Why does the above happen?  When a magnet moves down the non-magnetic

metal channel by gravity, eddy currents are induced in the metal channel. These

eddy currents create a magnetic field which results in exerting a force on the falling

magnet.  This force slows down the fall of the magnet.  The extent of slow-down

depends on the   conductivity and thickness of the channel, and strength of the

magnet.

If the channel is of iron, the disc magnet will stick to the iron channel, and will not

fall at all.

View the accompanying multi-media presentation on the computer screen to get a

detailed explanation of the physics involved.   Some practical engineering applications

of the eddy currents are also explained in the multi-media.

For more information, contact c.satish@ieee.org
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BOOLEAN ADDER  -  How Computers Compute

The IEEE Exhibit Boolean Adder is created by the students of National Institute of

Technology, Warangal; and sponsored by the IEEE Hyderabad Computer Society

Chapter.

Computers and computing devices occupy an important role in many walks of the

individual and societal life today.  This is a remarkable transformation, which took

place during the past four to five decades.  This Exhibit explains:

v What are Boolean numbers and Boolean algebra?

v What is binary logic, and how it is used in representing numbers?

v How binary logic is used in carrying out mathematical operations,

specifically the addition of numbers?

v  How an adder, which is a main building block of a computer, is constructed?

The Exhibit provides a hands-on feel of an adder at work. It shows the actual

operation of an adder circuit with inputs provided by the visitor. The accompanying

multi-media presentation explains the above aspects.  The multi-media

presentation also illustrates some contemporary applications in which computing

devices play a crucial role.

Several other IEEE Exhibits you will see (for example Listen-to-what you type, Learn

a language using computers, Biometric and DNA identification, Pick and place robot)

are based on use of computing devices and techniques.

For more information, contact a.rao@computer.org    or    nvenkatesh@ieee.org
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VIRTUAL  PHYSICS  LAB

The IEEE Exhibit  Virtual Physics Lab is developed by the International Institute of

Information Technology, Hyderabad.   This development was supported by the

Government of India under Media Lab Asia project.

You might have learnt Science from your school text books.    But do you know

how scientific principles govern many of our day to day activities?   When you play

on a swing, or throw a ball to your friend, the way your swing swings or the ball

moves can be explained by using principles of physics.

There are ten experiments in the Virtual Physics Lab.   In each experiment, you will

first see a video which explains the scientific concept we are going to explore.

Then the Virtual Physics Lab opens up. We

will conduct experiments here as we

would do in a real laboratory.  However,

we will conduct these experiments on a

computer that is in a virtual world. You can

change the parameters, look at the graphs

and understand what is going on. The

audio will guide you step by step.   Are

you ready to begin your experiment?

Simply select the experiment (from the list) you want to conduct, and click Proceed

to begin. Hope you have fun!

1. Simple Pendulum

2. Friction between Surfaces

3. Vertical Circular Motion

4. Motion of a Projectile

5. Collision between two Bouncing Balls

6. Compound Pendulum

7. Motion on Inclined Plane

8. Collision in two Dimensions

9. Horizontal Circular Motion (Potter’s Wheel)

10. Hooke’s Law

For more information, contact  jsivaswamy@iiit.ac.in
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TRYSCIENCE  AROUND  THE  WORLD

Welcome to the IEEE Exhibit

TryScience.org   This exhibit is brought

to you by the IEEE in association with

the New York Hall of Science.  The exhibit

was first un-veiled by the New York Hall

of Science in 2000 in partnership with

the Association of Science-Technology

Centers, IBM, and other science centers

worldwide.

TryScience is a great way to experience the excitement of science through interactive

experiments.   The ten simple experiments in this exhibit explain the principles of

science, and how their applications play important roles in our every-day life.

We invite you to try for yourself any of the following ten experiments.  If you have

time, go ahead and try all ten.

1. Catch the Culprit at Technopolis:

You will see the images of a culprit.

Remember the features of the culprit.

Draw a picture of the culprit with as many features as you can remember.

Compare your sketch with original image, and see how good a detective

you are.

2. Charge It:

Create a bolt of lightning by arranging all positive charges in the cloud in

the top-line, and negative charges in the line below.

Try for yourself, and see how great a lightning you can create.

3. Aircraft Flight Paths:

Imagine yourself to be an aircraft designer.

Adjust the nose, tail and wings of the aircraft in this experiment.    See for

yourself how the changes you make radically change the flight path of the

jet aircraft.

Can you make the Navy jet nosedive?

4. Amazing Robots:

You have three Robots.    Select any one Robot.

Now, using minimum number of maneuvering commands,  1) make the

Robot go to the toxic waste bucket,   2) pick-up the bucket and take it to the

dump on top, and    3) dump the waste.

5. Design a Wind-mill  to Power a City:

In this experiment, you can design a Wind-mill by changing the blade angle

and number of blades, and wind conditions.  Discover the key parameters

that will permit you to build your own windmill which is energy efficient

and generates electric power for your city.
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6. Dinorwig Dynamo:

The power station uses water-power to rotate a turbine and generate

electricity.

Keep clicking on the crank to pump water and fill the reservoir.   Then click

on the lever to operate the valve.   See the turbine dynamo generate elec-

tricity

7. Save your Skin :

This experiment is about how important sun-screens are in saving your

skin under bright sunlight.   It explains how you can avoid your skin getting

burnt in hot sun, or getting exposed to harmful ultra-violet radiations.

8. Zap it:

In this experiment, you can drag different objects into the path of a light-

ning. Discover how they are affected by lightning.

9. Animal Attraction:

In this experiment, you have several pollinators (birds, flies and insects),

and a garden with many types of flowering plants.   Each pollinator is at-

tracted to a particular type of plant.    Experiment and learn

10. Seafood Surgery:

Would you like to conduct an experiment in a Zoology laboratory?

Go ahead and virtually dissect a perch or a crayfish (without actually killing

it)

If you are interested in more experiments, we encourage you to visit the

web-site  www.tryscience.org  on the internet. There are about 50,000 scientific exhibits available.
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LISTEN  TO  WHAT  YOU  TYPE

This IEEE Exhibit presents a computer

based text-to-speech conversion system

developed by the International Institute

of Information Technology, Hyderabad

This exhibit demonstrates the abilities

of a computer to convert a given text

into speech.   Such conversion is

achieved by enabling a computer to

learn the correspondence between alphabets and sounds of speech.  To do this, a

recorded speech is cut by the computer into small sound units.  The computer

then learns the correspondence between the letters and sounds, by tagging and

storing the sound units with their context.   This context covers the type of

neighboring sounds and the position of the sound unit in a word and sentence

Now the computer is ready to generate speech for any text you type-in.   First, for

each alphabet in the text, the corresponding sound unit is determined by the

computer.   For example, the alphabet “c” is English could sound as “k” in cat, or as

“s” in “face”.   Then the computer searches for these sound units from its storage,

using their context details.   Finally, the sound units of all alphabets in the text are

put together by the computer to construct a spoken word.

Generation of speech from text is a complex process.   It involves natural language

processing, signal processing and machine learning.   The description given here is

therefore a highly simplified picture of a complex process.

In this Listen to What You Type exhibit, in order to synthesize speech for a text, a

step-by-step procedure is as follows:

Step 1: Use the keyboard layout, and type a sentence.

(or)

Select a sample sentence from the drop down list.

Step 2: Click on the Play button to listen to the output speech.

For more information, contact   kishore@iiit.ac.in
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LEARN  A  LANGUAGE  USING  COMPUTER

This exhibit created by the Tata Consultancy Services, especially for IEEE, presents

a computer which enables you to read and write Telugu, Hindi or Urdu.

In this exhibit, you will see puppets showing how a word is formed through grouping

of alphabets. They also create new words by re-arranging the alphabets.  This

computer based puppet-show will help you learn how to pronounce words properly,

and communicate.

The computer shows a picture, which is related to the sound of an alphabet.  The

picture is created by a collection of dots and spaces around them.   You can easily

identify this picture and its corresponding sound when you see, or hear that

alphabet again. Each sound is thus represented through a picture to facilitate easy

learning in this exhibit.

 This computer performs three functions.  The first function is to serve as a ‘store-

house’ for the shapes and sounds.   The second function is to arrange them in

order to generate alphabets and words, and related sounds.   The third function is

to show the shape on a screen, and present the related sound through a loud-

speaker.   With these facilities, you can see the pictures, and understand the stories

with sound support.

In this exhibit, the computer acts as your teacher, and helps you read and in three

Indian languages – Telugu, Urdu and Hindi.   You can also perform basic arithmetic.

This exhibit is a short demo.  You will actually require about 45 hours to learn each

language by this technique.

For more information, contact azmath.ali@tcs.com
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BIOMETRIC  AND  DNA  IDENTIFICATION

v What is biometric identification?

v What is DNA identification?

Two exhibits created by IEEE volunteers

from Hyderabad help to de-mystify the

principles on which biometric and DNA

identifications are done in practice.  At

the entrance station (called Registration

Centre), the finger print and iris image are

recorded along with photograph of the

visitor.  At another station (called

Identification Centre) located some

distance away, the same visitor gives his/

her finger print and iris image (same finger and same eye) for biometric

identification.  His/her earlier recorded photograph appears automatically when

the now recorded finger print and iris image match with the previously recorded

images.

An accompanying multi-media presentation describes, in simple language, the

principles and techniques used in the identification of a person based on his/her

finger prints and iris images.

Another multi-media presentation describes the principles on which identification

of a person is done based on his/her DNA characteristics.  While the biometric

identification can be quickly completed using computers, identification based on

DNA requires certain laboratory tests to be carried out separately.

Biometric identification techniques are widely used in security and authentication

applications.  DNA identification techniques are used for determination of real

parent(s) of a child, family relationship determination, study of genetic disorders

and in crime investigation.

For more information,  contact

kln4168@yahoo.co.uk   or  dramit.kumaar@gmail.com
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FLEMING’S  LEFT  HAND   THUMB  RULE

This IEEE Exhibit is created by students of Andhra Mahila Sabha P Obul Reddy

Public School, Hyderabad with mentoring provided by IEEE volunteers

Fleming’s Left-Hand rule is a basic principle in electrical engineering.  This principle

gives the direction in which thrust is produced when a current carrying wire is

placed in a magnetic field.  This IEEE Exhibit and the accompanying multi-media

presentation explain:

v Some basic principles in electricity and magnetism

v Nature of force on a current-carrying conductor placed in a magnetic

field

v Fleming’s Left Hand Rule

v Some applications of these principles in the engineering of equipment

 The arrangement in this exhibit consists of a cylindrical rod made of conducting

material placed over two parallel rails such that the rod is able to roll smoothly

over the rails; and the rails are placed between the poles of a permanent magnet.

The rails are connected to a source of current.  A hands-on interactive experiment

can be conducted using this exhibit.  Direction of current flow can be also changed

to observe the direction of resulting thrust or movement of rod.

For more information, contact

shashi_brahma@yahoo.co.in   or   vijayaramesh33@gmail.com
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ELECTRICAL  RESONANCE

This IEEE Exhibit is created by students of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Public School,

Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad; and mentored by IEEE volunteers.

Resonance is a fundamental phenomenon in physics.  It can occur in electrical and

electronic circuits.  It can also occur in mechanical structures, buildings and bridges.

This Exhibit on ELECTRICAL RESONANCE enables the visitor to create parallel and

series resonances in simple electrical circuits, and observe accompanying changes

in current flowing through the circuit or voltage across a circuit.   Accompanying

multi-media presentation explains:

v what is resonance?

v what is series resonance in electrical circuits?

v what is parallel resonance in electrical circuits?

v applications of resonance in electrical circuits

v concept of energy storage and energy transformations during

resonance.

v concepts of resonance in mechanical structures and buildings.

If resonances did not exist  -   we would not be having radio, television,

communications, or even swings in a play ground!

For more information, contact   varanasi.rama@gmail.com
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ELECTROMAGNETIC  INDUCTION

This IEEE Exhibit is created by students of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Public School,

Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad; and mentored by IEEE volunteers.  This exhibit has won

an award for innovation from the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research.

A change in the magnetic field around a conductor, or adjoining the surface of a

conductor induces current in the conductor as per Faraday’s law.  When two con-

ductors are placed next to each other, a time varying current in one induces cur-

rent in the other.  This is called mutual induction.

This Exhibit presents a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT), which is a

type of electrical transformer based on the principle of mutual induction. The LVDT

has three solenoid coils placed end-to-end around a tube.  The center coil is the

primary, and the two outer coils are the secondaries.   A cylindrical ferromagnetic

core slides along the axis of the tube, and is attached to the object whose position

is to be measured.   An alternating current in the primary coil induces currents in

both secondary coils.  When the core is displaced in one direction, the current in

one coil increases, while current in the other coil decreases.    An LVDT converts

even a small linear displacement into a change in electrical current. The LVDT is

useful for measuring linear (i.e. translational) displacement accurately; and has

many practical applications in industry for measurement, process monitoring and

control applications.

The Exhibit demonstrates the principle of Linear Variable Differential Transformer,

and enables the visitor to experiment and observe the change in electrical current

produced by very small linear displacements.   Accompanying multi-media pre-

sentation explains:

v What is electromagnetism

v Principle of mutual induction

v Working of LVDT

v Applications of LVDT

For more information, contact  varanasi.rama@gmail.com
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LIGHT  –  REFRACTION  AND  TOTAL  INTERNAL REFLECTION

This IEEE Exhibit is created by students of Andhra Mahila Sabha P Obul Reddy

Public School, Hyderabad and mentored by IEEE volunteers.

Refraction of light ray occurs when a light ray, or a beam of light, passes from one

optical medium into another, from a denser to a rarer medium or from a rarer to a

denser medium ( that is, the refractive index of the two media are different).   When

the light beam is passing from a denser to a rarer medium and is incident at an

angle greater than a ‘Critical” value (called critical angle, depending on properties

of the medium), a total reflection can occur at the boundary of the medium.  In

this hands-on interactive exhibit and the accompanying multi-media presentation,

the visitor will learn about:

v Refraction and reflection of light

v Total internal reflection of light

v Application of these principles in optical fibers.

The hands-on interactive exhibit enables the visitor to change the angle of incidence

of the light beam in a glass slab, and observe reflection and refraction of light.

For more information, contact

shashi_brahma@yahoo.co.in   or   vijayaramesh33@gmail.com
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PICK - AND – PLACE  ROBOT

This IEEE Exhibit is created by the students of Nitte Meenakshi Institute of

Technology, Bengaluru; and received First Prize in an IEEE All-India Student Project

Contest held in 2009.  Work on this Robot at the NMIT-Bengaluru was also partially

supported by the Defence Research and Development Organisation – Centre for

Artificial Intelligence Research.

This articulated Robot has five degrees of freedom, and includes an intelligent

vision system.  The intelligent vision system makes use of a charge-coupled-device

(CCD) camera.  The software modules enable a counting of objects placed on work-

space, segmentation of object with the background process, extraction of boundary

region of selected object for identification, and tracing of the interpretation tree

for identification of selected object.

Visitor can interact with the Robot, and select the work piece which is desired to

be picked-up by the Robot.  The Robot is pre-programmed to deposit the work-

piece at a specific location.  The accompanying multi-media presentation describes

the principles of operation of the Robot, and some example practical applications

in which robots of this type are used.

For more information, contact

jharna.majumdar@gmail.com   or   principal@nmit.ac.in
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IEEE  E-SCIENTIA  EXHIBIT

IEEE E-Scientia Exhibit is created by volunteers of the IEEE Uruguay Section with

support of the IEEE Educational Activities Board.  This Exhibit has been specially

duplicated for fielding at the BM Birla Science Centre, Hyderabad.

The Exhibit is centered around the Franklin 125 Y module.  This is a model of a

spaceship that is located in a science museum in Montevideo, Uruguay.  Each

participant is part of a space flight mission.  For this purpose, visiting students

have to build electronic circuits to provide power, propulsion, communications,

life maintenance and defense for the spaceship.  The circuits are built using

educational electronic kits.  Prior to building circuits, students undergo a brief

familiarization and training via multi-media presentation.

The main objective is to create awareness among high school students on how

electronic devices work, and the role played by these devices in some challenging

and advanced applications; and attract the attention of students to electrical,

electronics and computer engineering fields.

For more information,  contact m.keschner@ieee.org
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